
 

 

Privacy Policy/ Terms of Service 

UNC Media - January 22, 2022 

www.unditednewschannel.org 

www.councilofmidgard.com (temporarily unsupported and free published account) 

contact@unitednewschannel.org 
 

Welcome to United News Channel, UNC, UNC Media, UNC Studios, Bright Star 

Productions! 

Is a completely free-to-use website collection of People centric content to present to the 
world. Were the People own and contribute their skills/ talents, artistic/ creative abilities 
and share it with the world for educational/ journalist purposes for the benefit and 
contribution to the growth/ reconnection of Humanity. By-For-Of the People through-and-
through. UNC, UNC Media, UNC Studios, Bright Star Productions is a small completely 
volunteer collaboration group. Who produce, maintain and pay for publishing of 
www.unitednewschannel.org and www.councilofmidgard.com. 

Who May Use the Service? 

Anyone in any country may contribute or use this website free-of-charge at all times.  

Your Use of the Service 

The use UNC, C.O.M. websites is meant as a medium to convey new information and 
perspectives for a beneficial symbiotic relationships forged in commonality, 
communication, creation, learning, respect, teaching (not educating or violation of one’s 
will). The one and only thing we ask is to be respectful to one another. Basically, be 
constructive not destructive adding to your own and others experience. 

Your Content and Conduct 

Users who provide Content to this website. Please go to the Contact section, under the 
Home Tab of www.unitednewschannel.org to see the few basic requirements for 
uploading your Content. Includes lawful statements for requirements for uploading your 
materials and not infringing on anyone else’s rights.  
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About Software in the Service 

UNC and C.O.M. use Wix as their chosen means of publishing their respective websites. Wix 
provides a diverse/ robust set of features, tools to produce and host websites for a fee. Other than 
the yearly fee for publishing www.unitednewschannel.org and www.councilofmidgard.com (which 
is currently [as of November 8, 2021] temporarily unsupported as a free site until interest is 
increased). Wix does employ cookies, signup features and other means to collect data; that UNC 
nor C.O.M. do not use or pay for use of said services.  

Privacy Policy 

UNC, C.O.M., UNC Media, UNC Studios, Bright Star Productions, does not collect private 
information (such as: addresses, banking/ credit card/ payment information and so on) for any 
purposes. On the Peoples Pages, if the content provider has a donation link or sells products/ 
services. Please check these respective site(s) for their privacy policies/ terms and conditions or 
their respective transaction processors site(s) privacy policies/ terms and conditions. UNC Media 
or its divisions will not assume responsibility or are under no obligation to intercede. UNC Media 
will, by request, be adding a donation link for those who desire to contribute financially. UNC Media 
will add to www.unitednewschannel.org Home Page, under the Home Tab a Financial 
Transparency page to show PDFs (with sensitive information blacked out for privacy, non-UNC 
names, account number and other sensitive information) bank balances and donations received, 
used for and copies of receipts (with sensitive information blacked out) for services, software, 
hardware purchased with donations. UNC Media will reach out to any donor, to ask if they wish to 
have their name used in these reports or to remain anonymous with only the donation amount 
visible.  
 
Other Lawful not Legal Terms 

 about . UNC, UNC Website, C.O.M. Website, 

Owner(s)/ Manager(s), Contributor(s) do not claim/ imply ownership of any copyrighted materials 
(such as and not limited to: images, brands, people, videos, services, etc...) used on their website(s), 
article(s), or video production(s). All appropriate accreditation/ citations will be applied, IF 
NECESSARY, but UNC does not claim/ imply in anyway ownership(s) or copyright claim(s) of such 
materials. All materials are used purely for educational and/ or news presentations in any 
medium(s) 

 in all forms, as applicable under all  and 
  of all respective COUNTRIES and INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS; 

where this site(s) and its content(s) are viewed and/ or shared in a lawful way as a means of 

communication for educational purpose(s)/ communication(s). 

http://www.unitednewschannel.org/
http://www.councilofmidgard.com/


 

 

About this Agreement 

UNC, C.O.M., UNC Media, UNC Studios, Bright Star Productions adhere and are formed, 
maintained and respond to Universal Natural Law/ Common Law. We do not respond to 
LEGAL Structures (contractual law) under any means or terms, only Law. We do respect 
ourselves and others’ rights. If there is a lawful inquiry or question you may contact: 
contact@unitednewschannel.org. 


